Introduction of B.J. Govt. Medical College and Sassoon General Hospital, Pune:

**SASSOON GENERAL HOSPITALS, PUNE**

In the year 1869, foundation of Sassoon Hospital was done from the generous donation of Sir David Sassoon, a Jewish Philanthropist. Hospital was then having 144 beds. Sassoon Hospital played a major role in controlling plague epidemic in 1892. In the year 1909, expansion of Sassoon Hospital was done from the generous donation of Mr. Jacob Sassoon. Further expansion was made from the donation of Shri Ankalesaria in the year 1911. Father of the Nation Mahatma Gandhi was operated in Sassoon hospital on 12th January 1924 for Appendicectomy. Played major role in dealing with critical patients of ‘Swine Flu’ during the epidemic by starting special ICU care unit and also developed ‘Pune Pattern’ of management to be followed later for whole country in year 2009-2010. Promptly dealt with the ‘German Bakery’ Bomb Blast victims in year 2010.

**B.J. GOVERNMENT MEDICAL COLLEGE, PUNE**

In the year 1871, foundation of B.J. Medical School was done from the generous donation of Byramjee Jeejeebhoy, another Philanthropist. In 1946, B.J. Medical School was upgraded to B.J. Medical College. Construction of present B. J. Medical College building was started in 1948 and was completed in 1950. Super-specialty courses were started and specialized treatment was made available. A building for super-specialty department is built from the donation of Infosys Foundation. UG, PG and Super-specialty courses are conducted in the college. 200 admissions and 145 PG admissions are made every year.

**Vision:**

1. To be a prime Institution setting a benchmark in medical education and research and to produce world class teachers and medical practitioners for the community.
2. To be the hospital providing affordable, ethical and quality health care to the community and be responsive to the society.

**Mission:** We are committed to translate the vision into action by....

1. Rendering excellent education to the student in medicine and related humanities aided by advance technology.
2. Encouraging innovation, learning and accepting changes to handle challenges in healthcare.
3. By striving to provide the latest, advanced and most modern diagnostic, medical and surgical care for the patient.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ajay S. Chandanwale</td>
<td>Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. S.V. Joshi</td>
<td>Dy. Dean (PG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. A.N. Kowale</td>
<td>Dy. Dean (UG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. M.P. Tambe</td>
<td>OSD Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. A.A. Taware</td>
<td>Medical Superintendent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Amol Shinde</td>
<td>Dy. Medical Superintendent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. S. Hundekari</td>
<td>Chief Administrative officer (Sassoon hospital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Athalye</td>
<td>Chief Administrative Officer (B.J.G.M.C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Department wise Officer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dr. B H Bahetee</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Anatomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dr. Shendey R. J.</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dr. Arun Narayan Kowale</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Physiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dr. Renu Bharadwaj</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Microbiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dr. S.C.Puranik</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dr. B. B. Ghongane</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Pharmacology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dr. S. B. Pupnale</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of FMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dr. Samir Joshi</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of ENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dr. Susmita Bhattachharaya</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of PSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dr. S.B.Dube</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dr. R. B. Chavan</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Shin and VD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Dr. P.W. Sambarey</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Obst &amp; Gyane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Dr. Purnchandra Lamghare</td>
<td>Professor &amp; HOD Dept. of Radiodiagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Dr. Alka Pawar</td>
<td>Professor &amp; HOD Dept. of Psychiatry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dr. D.B Kadam</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Dr. Sanjeevani Ambekar</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Ophthalmology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Dr. Sandhya Khadse</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Paediatrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Dr. S. Shintre</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Orthopaedics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Dr. S.H. Meshram</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Pulmonary Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dr. K.V. Kelkar</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. of Anaesthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Dr. V.K. Pahmode</td>
<td>Professor &amp; Head Dept. Dentistry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Awards and achievements:

Department Of Anatomy
Awards & Achievements (01 Jan 2015 to 1st Sept 2016)
• 95% (197 out of 207) I st MBBS students passed MUHS Summer Examination 2015. Eight students achieved distinction in Anatomy.
• 2 PG students appeared and passed the M D Anatomy MUHS Summer examination (% of passing 100%).
• 94 % ( 195 out of 207 ) I st MBBS students passed MUHS Summer Examination 2016.
• A.R. Bhadkamkar Award for best paper in Anatomy in research society conference B J G M C Pune Feb 2016 achieved by Dr. Smita Nomulwar

Department Of Biochemistry

Awards & Achievements
1. Paper published and presentations by the Teacher(s)/Student(s)
2. Total No. of publication during 2016: 05
   Total No. of publication during 2015: 11
   Total No. of publication during 2014: 13
3. Dr. S.T. Salgar: member of national advisory Board of IJGMR

Department Of Physiology

Dr.Payal Agarwal : Best poster prize at Annual research society Conference BJGMC 2014. Topic : Pulmonary function tests in AC users.


3 PG students stood 1st in PG university examination.
Dr.Pranali Sonawane.Summer 2013

Dr.Vaishali Bansode. Summer 2014
Dr.Payal Agarwal.Winter 2014

Department Of Microbiology
1. NABL Accreditation-
   □ HIV laboratory got NABL accreditation in 2013.
   □ Bacteriology, Serology, Mycobacteriology, CD4 labs are NABL accredited from 2015.
2. HIV lab of Microbiology Department received certificate from National AIDS Control Organization, Ministry of Health and family welfare, Govt.of India for outstanding performance in Quality assurance in HIV testing and achieving international standards as per ISO 15189 in 2014.
3. Mycobacteriology lab was accreditated in Feb2014 by NTI Bangalore for Solid culture
4. Dr. Renu Bharadwaj received the “Dr. H.I. Jhala Award” of the Indian Association of Medical Microbiologists in Dec. 2013 for contribution to medical microbiology at a national level.

5. Dr. Renu Bharadwaj was honoured with the ‘Dr.Hardas Pathak’ Award “for contribution to medical microbiology at state level.

6. Dr Swati Mudshingkar received “young Investigator of India” award at International conference of Infectious Diseases in March 2016.

7. Dr Sushama Pednekar received Travel Grant from ASM for presenting a paper at 55th ICAAC (Interscience conference on antimicrobial agents and chemotherapy) at San diego, USA

8. Dr Ashwini Dedwal received ‘Suchintan Trophy’ for best oral paper at Research society conference, BJGMC 2015.

Department Of Pathology

2014 Dr. Khushbu Kabra PG student I st Runner up prize , ISHBT, State hematology Quiz competition Hematocon 2014 Mumbai

2012 Ameya Patwardhan UG student Haematology Quiz IGMC

2012 Nagpur Chetna Bagul P, Arole VC, Pathan A I, Rane SR, Jadhav M V, Puranik S C

2nd prize in poster presentation MAPCON 2012

9. e in Poster presentation “Surgical site infection – the menace still continues” – at Mahamicrocon XIX Maharashtra Chapter conference of IAMM

Department Of Pharmacology


3. Dr. Daswani BR- Dr. Mrs. V. A. Bhadkamkar Award- For the Best Research Paper in Pharmacology for paper entitled ‘Bioavailability of a novel delayed release Aspirin formulation and its comparison with other available aspirin formulations’ at the XX Annual Conference of Research Society of B.J. Medical College and Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune, 1993

4. Dr. Daswani BR- Second Prize in the Post-Graduate Student Category for paper entitled ‘Bioavailability of a novel delayed release Aspirin formulation and its comparison with other available aspirin formulations’ At the XX Annual Conference of Research Society of B. J. Medical College and Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune, 1993

5. Dr. Daswani BR- M. B. Gharpure Prize -For the Best Paper entitled ‘Screening of
extracts of Ashwagandha for immunomodulatory activity' at the XIX Annual Conference of Pharmacologists of Maharashtra, Dhule 1997

6. Dr. Daswani BR- Gufic Prize- For the best paper on indigenous drugs for paper entitled 'Immunomodulatory activity of Septilin- a polyherbal preparation' presented at the Annual Pharmacological Conference of the Indian Pharmacological Society held at CDRI Lucknow in Dec 1998

7. Dr. Daswani BR- Dr Mrs. V. A. Bhadkamkar Award - For the Best Paper in Pharmacology for paper entitled ‘Immunomodulatory activity of Septilin- a polyherbal preparation’ at the XXVI Annual Conference of Research Society of B. J. Medical College and Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune, 1999

8. Dr. Daswani BR- Award for the Best Poster Presentation for paper entitled ‘Chronobiological variations in the immunomodulatory effects of BCG: Role of time of administration in circadian cycle’ at the XXXI Annual Conference of Research Society of B.J. Medical College and Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune, 2004


10. Dr. SmitaTiwari- Dr. Mrs. V. A. Bhadkamkar Award- Best paper in Pharmacology: - 36th Annual Conference of Research Society of B. J. Medical College & Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune, 2010


13. Dr. RoshanPawar-Best paper in Pharmacology: Dr. Mrs. V. A. Bhadkamkar Award - 36th Annual Conference of Research Society of B. J. Medical College & Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune, 2011


15. Dr. Daswani BR won First prize in Ph.D category at the AVISHKAR-2011 Primary Round of Inter-University Research Conference organized by MUHS, Nashik, 28th December 2011

16. Dr. Daswani BR won the second Prize in Teacher Category [Pure Sciences] at the
17. Dr. DaswaniBR won the Dr. Mrs VA Bhadkamkar Award for Best paper in Pharmacology at the 38th Annual Conference of Research Society of B. J. Medical College and Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune, 22nd-24th February 2012

18. Dr. Smita Tiwari won the first prize in Teacher category (more than 5 yr for the paper on Interaction of Diclofenac sodium and Atorvastatin in rodent model of acute inflammation at the 38th Annual conference of research, SGH and B.J. Medical College and Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune) 22nd-24th Feb 2012

19. Dr. Supriya Patil won the Bhadkamkar award 2013 for Comparative wound healing potential of topical application of colostrums, phenytoin, dimethyl-sulphoxide and epidermal growth factor compared to normal in mice - An animal study at Annual Conference Of Research Society, SGH and B.J. Medical College And Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune 2013

20. Dr. Manu HC won the First Prize in PG category at University level round of AVISHKAR 2013 for paper on Comparison Of Different Dosing Protocols Of Anti-Snake Venom In Snake Bite Cases


22. Dr. Sandip Patil : Mrs. V.A. Bhadkamkar Prize for the best paper in Pharmacology was awarded in the 40th Annual Research society Conference of BJMC & SGH, Pune in February 2014

23. Katare Sagar : Mrs. V.A. Bhadkamkar Prize for the best paper in Pharmacology was awarded in the 40th Annual Research society Conference of BJMC & SGH, Pune in February 2015

24. Hasina Ayub Sayyad won the First Prize in PPG category at University level round of MUHS- AVISHKAR 2015 (for paper on “Study to effect of educational intervention on ability of medical students to identify violations in drug promotional literature as per who guidelines”

25. Kalpita Ganpat Gawit received prize for Best paper in oral category in miscellaneous session at 48th Annual Conference of Indian Pharmacological Society (IPS) Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Saurashtra University, Rajkot December 18-20, 2015 for her paper on “Effect of Cellular Mobile Phone Use on Hand Eye Co-ordination and Visual Acuity in Healthy Human Volunteers as Compared with Cetirizine”

26. Gaikwad Mahendra Mahadu received Dr. Mrs. V.A. Bhadkamkar Award- For the Best Research Paper in Pharmacology for paper entitled “A Survey Of Knowledge And Awareness Of Interns About The Instructions Given To The Patients While Prescribing Various Dosage
Forms” at the 42nd Annual Conference of Research Society of B.J. Medical College and Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune, 24-26 Feb 2016

27. SayyadHasina A received Best Poster in Teacher category for paper entitled “Teaching critical appraisal of drug promotional brochures on ability of medical students to identify violations of existing WHO Guidelines” at the 42nd Annual Conference of Research Society of B.J. Medical College and Sassoon General Hospitals, Pune, 24-26 Feb 2016

Department Of FMT
1. DEPARTMENT HAS BEEN GIVEN CHARGE TO PERFORM EMBALMING SINCE NOVEMBER 2012. NO. OF EMBALMING CASES PERFORMED TILL 2016 – 400
2. Department has organized State Conference Of MLAM in 2000 under the leadership of Late Dr. M. S. Wabale Sir.
3. Department has organized State Conference Of MLAM in 2016 under the leadership of Dr. S.B. Punpale Sir.
4. Department has also organized “STATE LEVEL TRAINING PROGRAM FOR MEDICAL OFFICERS IN MEDICO LEGAL CASES ORGANIZED IN ASSOCIATION WITH UNFPA & MLAM, FROM 13-07-2013 TO 17-07-2013.”
5. Department has also organized “CME on Recent advances in Forensic Medicine and Toxicology and Importance of Toxicology centre at MG Hall Lectured by Dr. Pilley.”
6. Department regularly arrange training for Police officials for recent abetments in crime cases.
7. Dr. H.S.Tatiya, First post graduate student at deparment has honoured with GOLD MEDAL for being University topper in 2015 summer exams.
8. Dr. A.L. Bandgar, post graduate student at deparment has honoured with GOLD MEDAL for being University topper in 2016 summer exams.

Department Of ENT
1. First position in State Post graduate ENT quiz Dr Mahendra Katre and Dr Alkesh Oswal, 2011.
2. First position Dr Prasobh Stalin in PG Oncology Test conducted at 5t Oncology Conference at Ruby Hall Cancer Hospital Pune.
3. First position Dr. Prasobh Stalin in primary round of Avishkar-2012 held by MUHS Nashik.
4. Dr. Sandra Nisha Desa National Award- 2nd prize to Dr. Pournima Wagh for paper on Pituitary macroadenoma: endoscopic four hand technique.
5. First prize to Dr. Pournima Wagh for post graduate paper presentation at the AOI, Pune Annual CME. Topic: Hyperbiliurubinemia- is it the culprit for hearing loss among neonates?

Department Of PSM
Dr M P Tambe:
• Dr D N Pai Oration Award:From Indian Public Health Association- Maharashtra Branch for Outstanding Contribution to the field of Public Health in Maharashtra for the year 2011.
• Banoo Coyajee Oration Award: From of Indian Public Health Association- Maharashtra Branch for Outstanding Contribution to the field of Public Health in Maharashtra 2009.
• Best Paper of the Conference Award in the IV KACH Conference held at Mangalore. November 1990.
Dr. S C Shelke:
• Received John Hopkins University USA –Fellowship in “Leadership Development in HIV/TB” Fogarty Programme for 5 years.

Dr M A Parande:
• Late Sonaji Jogdand prize for best research paper in Occupational and environmental health in Maharashtra IPHA & IAPSM conference held at Bharati Vidyapeeth University Medical College, Pune on 30 and 31st Jan 2015.
• Received Elite and Gold medal for a NIE-ICMR e-course on Health Research Fundamentals in March 2016.

Dr M B Nannaware:
• Best paper award for paper presented in Mumbai chapter IAPSM conference titled “Assessment of long term glycemic control among Type 2 diabetes mellitus patients in urban community setting.

Dr N D Sukhsohale:
• Awarded degree in Post graduate (PG) diploma in value education and spirituality in August 2010.
• Awarded Late ShriSonajiJogdand Award – Occupational and Environmental Health for Best Research Paper in Occupational and Environmental Health presented at Joint Annual State Conference of Indian Association of Preventive and Social Medicine ( IAPSM ) Maharashtra Chapter from 29th – 30th Dec 2006 held at Department of Community Medicine, J.N. Medical College DattaMeghe Institute of Medical Sciences, Sawangi ( Meghe ) Wardha.
• Awarded Most likeable Best Teacher Award of final MBBS for 3 consecutive years [Academic year (2012, 2013, 2014)]
• Awarded Highest viewed article award for publication in Medical Science vol 1 issue 3; 2013.
• Conferred first prize for designing cover page of Staff Research society Bulletin 2009-10
• 3rd prize for Best paper presentation at Staff Research Society in 2008

Dr V D Kshirsagar:
• Worked as Deputy Medical Superintendtent Sassoon Hospital Pune.
• Worked as a Joint organizing Secretary of 14th National Conference of Association for Prevention and Control of Rabies in India at Pune in 2014
• Worked as a Principal Investigator for Clinical Trial : Monoclonal Antibody
• Worked as a Sports Advisor for MBBS students
• Worked as a Assistant Liaison officer for MHT CET at Ahmadnagar District
• Working as a RGJAY coordinator of Sassoon General Hospital Pune
• Registered for PhD under MUHS Nashik

Dr Rajeshree Dhok:
• Dr. Khargaonkar best research paper prize in “Urban Public Health” for research paper titled “Prevalence and determinants of undernutrition amongst under five children in urban slum of central India” presented at Maharashtra IPHA & IAPSM Joint Conference 2015 at Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University Medical College, Pune 30th – 31st January 2015.
Department Of Obst & Gynecology

Individual achievements by PG residents -

Jan 2015 - Dr. Prutviraj Pawar participated in panel discussion at AFMC, Pune on Carcinoma Cervix.

Feb 2015 - Dr. Marium Ahmed presented poster at Annual Research Society Conference, B.J.G.M.C. Pune

Feb 2015 - Dr. Jyoti Jaliminche presented an interesting case of Labial Agglutination at Annual Research Society Conference, B.J.G.M.C. Pune

Feb 2015 - Dr. Namita Raut presented poster on TCRE at Annual Research Society Conference, B.J.G.M.C. Pune

Feb 2015 - Dr. Ratnamala presented interesting case on invasive mole at Annual Research Society Conference, B.J.G.M.C. Pune


Aug 2015 - Dr. Prithviraj Pawar, Dr. Namra Shaikh & Dr. Yogita Alnure participated in POGS quiz on High Risk Pregnancy at IMA Hall Pune.

Sept 2015 - Dr. Namita Raut presented poster on TCRE at TYSA young talent zonal quiz at Mumbai

Sept 2015 - Dr. Katha Desai & Dr. Manasi Verma won second prize in a quiz on Postpartum hemorrhage in CME on Critical Care in Obstetrics at AFMC.

Department Of Psychiatry

1. Dr. Purnchandra Lamghare Prof & HOD is invited as Faculty & also judged various clinical scientific sessions & paper competitions in SAARC radiology Conference at Nagpur & various National & State level Conferences by Indian Radiology & Imaging Association.

2. Dr. Shephali Pawar Professor have got best special paper award at SAARC radiology Conference at Nagpur.

3. Dr. Rajesh Umap Associate Professor presented faculty talk about Radiological spectrum in Zika virus infection at B.J.Govt. Medical College.

4. Dr. Anand Hatgaonkar Associate Professor invited as a faculty for National Conference of Hand surgery & Therapy at Pune, on Topic “Hand as a mirror of Diseases”


6. Till now Department have 29 Number of Publications in its credit.

Dr. Purnchandra Lamghare, Prof & HoD – 4,
Dr. Shephali Pawar Professor – 3,
Dr. Rajesh Umap Associate Professor – 3,
Dr. Sachin Bagale Associate Professor – 2,
Dr. Anand Hatgaonkar Associate Professor – 16,
Dr. Rajesh Chavhan Assistant Professor – 1.

7. Dr. Bikas Parida got award of excellence in Research Society Presentation at B.J.Govt. Medical College on Topic A Comparative Study of Intracranial manifestations by CT & MRI in PLHIV & Coinfection.

Department Of Radiology

1. Dr. Nitika Deshmukh- 1st prize and Suchintan Trophy in 42nd annual BJMC Research
society Conference(state level) for paper on “split face comparative study to evaluate efficacy of combined subcision and autologous platelet rich plasma and subcision alone for treatment of post acne scars”

2. Dr Neelima bansal selected to represent west zone in Tyza Young scholar Quiz 2016
3. Dr. Shweta Tharewal – ACSICON 2016 – 2nd prize for Poster on “En coup de sabre successfully treated with PRP”
4. Dr. Pallavi Patil-CUTICON 2015- Best Poster award for “PHACES syndrome – dramatic response to propranolol”
5. DR V A BELGAUMKAR awarded as ICOHRTA Scholar for Design and Methodological issues in Research development. June-July 2015
6. AFMC-CME Nov 2014- Dr Rinkesh Dobariya- 1st prize Award Paper on “Progressive Nodular Histiocytosis”
7. Dr Nitika Deshmukh- 2nd prize Award paper on “Dermatological applications of PRP” at RESEARCH SOCIETY 2014
8. Dr Shraddha Katkar won Dr.Gharpure Award on Paper titled “A study of Epidemiological & Clinical features of Lichen Planus”

Achievements and talks:-

Dr. Nitika Deshmukh secured 1st rank and Gold Medal (Dr. D.J Patil) in MUHS- M.D Examination held in Aug 2016
Dr. Kausar Vaillulla. 1st RANK in MUHS-DVD Examination held in July 2016
Dr.Rinkesh Dobariya secured 1st RANK in MUHS-DVD Examination held in May 2015
Administrative training(state training Policy) for 6 weeks(3 weeks in Yashda, Pune and 3 weeks at Haffkine institute Mumbai) 2015-Dr A. P.Gosavi
Appointed as Deputy editor for Indian Journal of Drug in Dermatology in 2015- (Dr. Bhavana R.Doshi)
ONYCHOCON, Mumbai 2014- Talk on “Clinico-radiological signs of Nail Disorders” (Dr V.A.Belgaumkar)
Maharashtra IADVL Mumbai 2014- Talk on “Management of Mycetomas” (Dr V.A.Belgaumkar)
Gharpure Update JUNE 2014- Moderated Panel discussion (Dr V.A.Belgaumkar)
BJMC-JHU HIV TB-Fogarty training programme and Scholarship at JHU Baltimore USA (9th JUNE-11TH JULY 2015)-DR. V.A. BELGAUMKAR
Clinical Meet at IMA, PCMC and GP-CON, Pune branch IADVL, 2014 (Dr V.A.Belgaumkar) talk on “Prescribing in pregnancy”
Clinical Meet at IMA 2013 – talk on “Cutaneous manifestations of internal disorders” (Dr V.A.Belgaumkar)
3 months Fellowship training in Dermatopathology at Dermatologikum Hamburg (April 2013 – June 2013) -DR.B. R. DOSHI
Medicine Department:

State/National/International level Prizes/Awards(Academic, Cultural, Sports etc):

3. Dr S A Sangle – Stree Shakti Prerana Award by SARA foundation at Pune
4. Clinical & Radiological Correlation in H1N1 infection APICON 2012 Kolkata – Awarded second prize
5. ABI an important tool in assessment of PVD in type 2 Diabetes Mellitus – APICON 2012, Kolkata. – awarded second prize
6. Comparison Of Demographic, Clinical, Comorbidities & Radiological Characteristics In mechanically ventilated & non ventilated Adult Patients Admitted In ICU With Confirmed Diagnosis Of Influenza A (H1N1) – University level research convention 2013, Nashik, 6th Jan 2014 – Awarded 3 rd prize in teachers category.

Department Of Surgery

Teachers are regularly performing research activities. One of the resident doctors is a recipient of Torrent young scholar award in general surgery in west zone in the year 2016.

Department Of TB & Chest
1. Dr S.H. Meshram Fellowship in sleep Medicine JHU (USA)
2. Travel Fellowship Award : American Lung Association & International union against Tuberculosis and Lung Diseases. Austin, TX USA 26th Feb 2004
   c) Member, New Drugs Advisory Committee(Pulmonary), 2014.
   Central Drug Standard Control Organization, Director General of Health Services, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India.
   d) Member, Research Advisory Council, Since 2012.
   National Institute of Miners Health, Ministry of Mines, Govt. of India.
   e) Dr R.M. Lokhande Workshop in Basic Biostatistics JHU (USA)
   f) Fellowship programme started in sleep medicine & pulmonary critical care medicine since 2015

Department Of Paediatrics
Dr. Sandhya Khadse Human Milk Bank & IYCNCON “Promote nature, dump and junk”
Dr. Chhaya Valvi Fogarty Scholar BJGMC And JHU, Training Done In Basic Epidemiology, Biostatics USA , ICOHRTA Scholar June-July2015
Department Of Dental
Dental Dept Had organized 41st Research societies conference on 12 13 February 2016 in which 1200 delegates took part.

Department Of Ophthalmology—
- Award for highest collection center in Maharashtra by National Eye Bank Association of India at New Delhi in 2016.
- Best paper presentation in P.G. category at “AAO” (American Academy of Ophthalmology)
- First prize in inter collegiate U.G. Quiz competition in 2010.
- Second prize in inter collegiate U.G. Quiz competition in 2012.
- Second prize in inter collegiate U.G. Quiz competition in 2015.
- Hospital acquired pseudomonal infection, Dr. Ranjana Pande, Dr. Prajakta, *Journal of Clinical Ophthalmology and Research*
- Brief communication on study of surface ocular tumors and its association with HIV Aids, Dr. Ranjana Pande, Dr. Mehul, *Journal of Clinical Ophthalmology and Research*
- Analysis of anatomical and functional outcome of glued intra ocular lens (IOL) implantation technique in surgical aphakia, Salim Pathan, Pankaj Mehta, *Western Journal of India*.
- It’s a beautiful day! I want to see! Dr. Ranjana Pande, Pankaj Mehta, Dr. Smita Mohod, *Western Journal of India*.
- Role of ND YAG Laser in the treatment of Premacular subhyloid hemorrhage, Dr. S.S. Deshmukh, *Western Journal of India*.
- Comparative study of clinically significant macular oedema and angiographically significant macular oedema for early intervention of treatment of diabetic maculopathy, Dr. S.S. Deshmukh, *Western Journal of India*.
- A rare case of tuberous sclerosis, Dr. Ranjana Pande, Dr. Padmaja, *Western Journal of India*.
- Squint Surgical Camp Community Outreach Programme, Dr Smita Harne, Dr. Padmaja, *Western Journal of India*.
- Ocular myasthenia gravis in toddler-A rare case report, Dr Smita Harne, Dr Abhilasha, *International journal of recent trends in science and technology, 2015*
- A rare case report of bilateral serous detachment in am patient of Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, Dr Smita Harne, Dr. Namrata Bhuta, *International Journal of Health Sciences and Research, 2016*
- Endoscopic orbital abscess drainage- Dr Smita Harne¹, Dr. Pankaj Mehta², *Western Journal of India*
- Fibrin glue vs suture in attaching conjunctival autograft after pterygium surgery, Dr. Pankaj Mehta¹, Dr Smita Harne²
- Best vitelliform dystrophy-a case report, Dr Smita Harne, *Journal of Bombay Hospital, 2005*
- Herpes zoster ophthalmicus in HIV patients, Dr Smita Mohod, *Scholars Journal of Applied Medical Sciences, June 2016*.